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A duded-up city biker walks into a
seedy tavern & sits at the bar, next to a
grizzled old Retread with his arms
folded staring blankly at a full bowl of
chili.

After watching the old geezer for
about 15 minutes just sitting there
staring at the bowl, the newbie asks "If
ya ain't gonna eat that, mind if I do?".

The old Retread slowly turns his head
& says “Nah, you go right ahead".

Eagerly, the newbie starts chowing
down. He gets nearly to the bottom of
the bowl & notices a dead mouse in the
chili. The sight shocks him, & he
immediately barfs the chili back into
the bowl.

The old Retread quietly says " Yep,
that's as far as I got, too".

Don't Litter - Spay or Neuter Your Pets
Every year thousands of animals must be euthanised because they
are unhealthy, born into poor conditions and not cared for properly

or because there are no homes for them.
You can help! Be a responsible pet owner! Spay and neuter your

pets. Contact a veterinarian for professional advice –
The sooner the better!

Duncan and Robert….
Living proof that Time may be a

great healer,
but knows bugger-all about being

a Beautician.

October is here, time to gear up for Halloween
and to get those Grip Heaters back on the bike.
Electric vests are also another popular item at this
time of year.

We should have another couple of months of
riding, but we’ll have to pick the warmer days and
watch for those early morning frosts!



I found this photo recently on the Northern Stars of Manitoba web site. I never
realized that the tradition of bikers and coffee shops actually started this long ago.
This would be around 1910 or 1915. I also didn’t know that Tim Horton's had been
around for 100 years….

Check them out at: http://manitoba.northernstarsrider.ca

October 2 - Chili Cook-Off and Poker Run, Dorr, Michigan
October 9 - Bikers for Life – A new beginning for women in crisis, Elk River, Minnesota
October 22 - Harley Owner Group Bike-Tober Fest Steak Dinner @ the P.A. Prosvita Hall
October 29 - Ian Anderson in Concert – Kalamazoo Michigan

Nov 6, 2010 - Thunder Bay HOG Chapter’s 20th Birthday Party @ the Victoria Inn-Chicago Joe’s

Dec 4, 2010 - Merry Motorcycle Christmas Party Dinner and Dance @ Prince Arthur Hotel
Dec 24, 2010 - Thunder Bay Harley’s Christmas Eve Party – at Thunder Bay Harley-Davidson

Rides
and

Rallies



Local Motorcycle Clubs
of Northwestern Ontario

Thunder Bay Director:
Mike Foreman

Website:
www.thunderbayhog.com/

Thunder Bay Chapter Rep:
Joe McEachern

Website:
www.onwretreads.ca/

Thunder Bay President:
Mike McCooeye

Website:
www.bondslave.ca

Mid America Motorcycle Association
Website:

www.mamathunderbay .com

Local clubs and members

thereof are
welcome to

submit

material for this Club News

page. Otherwise all you get is

what I come up with.

If you remember earlier this year I told you about putting a
pair of the new E3 Diamond Fire spark plugs in my bike. I had
a really hard time finding the ones that actually fit my bike, but
with a lot of internet searching and telephone calls I finally
managed to round up a couple of pairs.

It’s been about 5 months now and 20,000 km since I installed
them and I must say that they still seem to be performing quite
well.

Are they actually better than your standard old Champion
spark plugs that have been around forever? Who knows. I can’t
give you any dyno results or comparison tables to say that one
is better than the other, all I can tell you is that my fuel mileage
is excellent, and my seat-of-the-pants feel of the bike is
excellent too.

The bike starts well, runs really well and is quite responsive.
Will I keep using them? Yes. Is any of their advertising
propaganda true? Who knows. They claim that the
configuration of the electrode provides an “efficient,
economical combustion of fuel in the cylinder”. Is this true?
Who knows. All I know is that I like them and that’s good
enough for me.

Should you try them? Who knows. If you’re like me and just
love to try all kinds of new things then by all means try them
out, they may work well for you too.

Check their web site for places to buy them and for a fitment
chart: www.e3sparkplugs.com

Here are a couple of more pictures from Emir’s trip to Sturgis.



Dennis Poncik (left) and Prem Juren are among bikers ticketed under the Highway Traffic Act for noisy mufflers. Is the full-throated rev of a
motorcycle too loud to be legal? Winnipeg police can now say for sure. Police have started using a device that removes the guesswork and
measures a vehicle's exhaust roar.

Last weekend, police pulled over vehicles and used the measuring device to ticket drivers whose vehicles were louder than 92 decibels. "The
hand-held device takes the guesswork out of it," said Const. Elmer Hanson of Winnipeg Police Service's central traffic unit. "Before, ticketing
someone for noise was at the discretion of the officer; now it is a measurable unit."

Harley rider Prem Juren was pulled over Sunday evening for what he assumed was a routine traffic stop. When officers pulled out the hand-
held device and ticketed him, he was surprised because the Free Press reported last week that the city was considering, but hadn't yet
implemented, a bylaw to crack down on motorcycles that were too loud. "I knew that they had passed the bylaw in Edmonton," said Juren. "But I
didn't know it was a law here yet.“ Juren said he, friend Dennis Poncik and at least 20 other bikers were pulled over by four to five squad cars.
The $231 tickets were issued under the Highway Traffic Act, not a city bylaw, but Juren said the act does not specify a specific sound level. "The
traffic act says nothing about decibels, it just says noise," said Juren. "Who's to define what is noise? If I'm being ticketed it should be the law.“ But
Winnipeg police said the tickets are the law, which is clearly marked under section 179 (2) in the Highway Traffic Act. "The tickets they received
are under the existing Highway Traffic Act that's been around forever,“ said Hanson. "The ticket is issued under unnecessary noise."

The city is planning to introduce a noise bylaw, but despite Hanson's assertions that the device makes the process more fair, Juren and other
motorcyclists aren't buying it. "They've told me I've got two weeks to fix it, or it's off the road," said Juren. "I've already taken it into the shop; it just
seems wrong.“ Jared Wouzwa works at Custom One Cycle in Selkirk. His factory-grade muffler managed to pass the noise test, but he said the
store has received dozens of calls from anxious riders. "They're concerned for sure," said Wouzwa. "They want to know what they can do.“
Wouzwa noted many in the biking community are unaware and unsure of what the current rules are.

Although under the Highway Traffic Act police can ticket for unnecessary noise, the introduction of the decibel reading without a bylaw has
caused some anger. "I don't know why they didn't let us know they were going to do this," said Wouzwa. "Then it would at least have given us a
chance to try to fix our bikes beforehand.“ A new muffler can cost more than $1,000, and some riders argue its noise is necessary for their safety.
"Some people get out of hand with the noise," said Wouzwa, "But I've almost been taken off the road six times this year. People don't shoulder
check. They don't see you. Noise does help.“ However, Hanson, the police officer, said the one thing muffler sound doesn't help is some
Winnipegger's sleep habits. "My phone is ringing off the hook with people complaining about noise," said Hanson. "They want something to be
done."

Uproar Over Loud Pipes !

As there is every summer there has been a ton of news
reports circulating this summer about loud pipes.
Apparently there are a few of us that run loud pipes that
are being so obnoxious with them that it is prompting
cities, municipalities, states and provinces to enact
legislation to reduce the noise level.

It would seem that politicians have been quick to
respond to some members of the public complaining
about noise… it’s too bad that they can’t respond this
fast to some true social problems such as job losses,
poverty and homelessness. Nevertheless there seems to
be an escalation in the war on bike noise this year.
Maybe we’re just a too easy visible (albeit noisy)
minority for the politicians to score points off of.

Personally, I have to say that I am a fan of loud pipes
and I have a few reasons why. The first reason is simple,
I just really like the sound of the different bikes with
their different makes of exhaust systems. I like to think
that I have the loudest Yamaha here in Thunder Bay, but
that is not to say that a person has to be obnoxious with
them. You can have loud pipes and still run them fairly
responsibly.

The next two reasons are sort of tied together. Our club
does a lot of group riding, and I prefer to ride sweep.
Because of safety concerns I really don’t like too many
riders behind me and my loud pipes almost always
guarantee that I get to ride last. There aren’t too many
riders in our club that will ride behind me.

The third reason is that not only do loud pipes make
sure that you are noticed by car drivers, but as a bonus
they also keep tailgaters away from the back of my bike.
And I really hate tailgaters!

RIDE SAFE - RIDE LOUD !

Loud motorcycles raise hackles

Saskatoon politician pushing crackdown faces threats

Passions are boiling and pulses are revving across
Canada over the issue of loud motorcycles. In one case,
a Saskatoon city councillor who suggested a crackdown
on noisy bikes has been threatened. And police in
Winnipeg and Edmonton have been testing technology
to measure the decibels a motorbike puts out, in order to
start fining raucous riders.

Coun. Bob Pringle isn't alone in his quest to quiet
down the roaring exhaust pipes favoured by some
riders. The Motorcycle and Moped Industry Council of
Canada says municipalities from British Columbia to
Nova Scotia are looking for ways to measure that noise
and perhaps put a lid on it.

While most motorcycle enthusiasts are peaceful, he's
been getting an earful from some who are not, Pringle
said. "Bikers are very angry. They feel like I'm targeting
them unfairly and they need this extra noise for safety
reasons," he said in a recent interview.



"Retreads Corner"

Time Management
There’s more to life than trying to

cram everything into the shortest time
frame. Sometimes we feel like we need
to get as much as can in the shortest
amount of time. We need to remind
ourselves to slow down, enjoy the
things that are most important to us.
Family, friends, a good long ride on a
beautiful day.

Even things we want done quickly
can be approached in a way that we
can savor the moment. Trying to get a
bike back on the road can be a time to
ensure that everything is done right,
confidence in a job well done.

Oh yeah, and remember it’s
important to stay hydrated no matter
what we’re doing.

Cool New Stuff

Apparently for some crazy people motorcycle camping
is a great way to travel off the beaten path. Well, for
them, Nomad Tent Company is now offering a new tent
– the Ténéré Expedition. This tent will shelter both you
and your bike to hide it from prying eyes and provide a
work space for tune-ups.

Two spacious vestibules and an inner tent offer enough
headroom to stand up and sleep two campers on a foot
print that can accommodate a queen-sized air bed. The
tent packs down to 8 x 21 inches and weighs just 13
pounds. Price is around $400.00 US.

Check them out at: www.nomadtent.com

And if you think you
really need to go
motorcycle camping then
check out this book.

This new second
edition is loaded with
up-to-date and practical
information on how to
plan a two-wheel
camping trip. It covers
everything you might
ever want to know about
motorcycle camping….

Just don’t invite me
along!



Someone was asking me the other day what
the Foundation for Injured Riders, Rights &
Education organization is all about so here is
their information in a nut shell.

Check out their web site at:
www.beltdrivebetty.com/firre/

Or e-mail them at: firre@bikerider.com
Foundation for Injured

Riders, Rights & Education
F.I.R.R.E. is a Canadian Not for Profit organization with a

three fold mandate:

Assist Injured Riders & their families in the event of an
accident.

Be a voice in the motorcycle community regarding
motorcyclists' rights

To educate riders, other motorists and the general public
about the issues that affect riders.

F.I.R.R.E.
Foundation for Injured Riders, Rights & Education came to being because of an

unfortunate situation with AIM Can and AIM Vancouver. Due to that situation which
threatened to see riders in Alberta go without the support they need during the riding
season, the Central Alberta and Southern Alberta soon to be confirmed Chapters of the
former AIM Can got together at a meeting in Thorsby AB and met with an internet group
that wanted to start a rider's rights group.

The result of that meeting was F.I.R.R.E.
We are growing Nationally - even though our boards and chapters have started in Alberta,

make no mistake, we intend to serve all Canadian riders and have chapters right across
Canada!

If you don't see a chapter in your province or city, please feel free to start one!

At the first National meeting.

Tom P. on his V-Strom

Leo at Friday the 13th in Port Dover



2010 Toys for Tots Thunder Bay

2010 Corn Roast at Kakabaka Legion

Paper Airplane Contest



So Easy a Cave Man Can Do It…
Leaning and Scraping Pegs

Countersteering is just the first
part of the cornering process. As
the bike rolls over to the angle of
lean you think is about right for
the corner, you allow the front
wheel to recenter. The front tire
pushing the bike toward the turn
generates "centrifugal force". The
bike is kept from falling over by
centrifugal force balanced against
gravity.

In a recent article by Misti Hurst in Motorcycle Mojo
magazine she discusses the fear that some riders have of
leaning their bike. Not many of us have trouble riding our
bikes in a straight line. When the motorcycle is upright we
are confident and comfortable. Lean it over though and
things start to get a bit more interesting.

Many newer riders are initially nervous about leaning into
a turn because they think that the bike will fall over if it is
leaned over too far. They are nervous about losing grip and
having the tires slip while banked over, or worse start to drag
parts of the bike. The lack of understanding, or experience,
with a bikes mass, inertia and gravity can create fear which
causes us to react in ways that make the situation worse. To
resist leaning we compensate by counter-leaning.

Unfortunately counter-leaning (leaning your body away
from the direction of the turn) actually steals traction away
from the motorcycle and can make the situation worse.

The way this works is that when a bike begins to lean over
the immediate reaction of many is to lean their body in the
opposite direction in the hope that it will stop the bike from
leaning over and that it will give us more grip and traction.
What actually happens though is that the bike leans over
more because you are pushing it down and away from you.
So even though you are further from the ground, the bike is
closer to the ground meaning that the tires will have less
traction and you are more likely to drag pegs or exhaust
pipes.

To prevent this and to ensure you get through corners
smoothly try not to tense up on the bike and make sure that
your body is leaning with your bike into and through the
corners. Maintain good smooth throttle control – slowing
before the corner and then rolling on throughout the entire
corner. In this way you maximize available traction which
results in a stable bike that will maintain a predictable line.
Try not to cut the gas or gun it while in a corner and always
follow your eyes through the corner. Look ahead to where
you want to go.

So how do we learn to ride this smoothly? As with
everything else… practice!

Find a large empty parking lot and practice weaving the
bike back and forth as if you are doing a series of big
sweeping S-turns. Relax and allow your body to follow the
bike as it banks through the corners. As you get more
comfortable with this you will notice that the bike has a nice
fluid feel and that your riding feels smoother.

The actions of
countersteering:


